







































































































In Thermodynamics we split the universe into two parts
The system and its surroundings

e
boundary

system or wall

Surroundings

system is themacroscopicpartof universeunderstudy
surroundings is restofuniverseThat interacts withsystem

boundary real or imaginary separates system from
surroundings
regulates flow of energy matter
in out of System

How System surroundings boundary are defined

depends entirely on the problem under consideration

pistoncylinder

system gas
surroundings piston all that surroundspiston

gas










































































































Open beaker

system

non

includesolvent

Adjectives that define boundaries

Boundaries can be Rigid or Non Rigid

Constant Volume Reaction Vessel

aka bomb

sustain
Laterwe'lllearnThat no thermodynamic work can bedoneby
or on system when boundary is rigid
NonRigid boundary

Volumeofsystemdecreases
surroundings










































































































Boundaries can be Adiabatic or Diathermal

adiabatic boundarydoes it allow heat to
flow between system4 surroundings

es.am

Vacuum
i

Surroundings

e g a frying pan is a diathermalboundarybetween system
Surroundings

f
egg system

e e e e e i e
1 surroundings










































































































Boundaries can be Permeable or Impermeable

permeableboundary allows matter to flow between
system surroundings

I e g openflash allows gas to escapeo o O

V
system with permeableboundary is
called an open system

iiniiohg
ss.tn

mfrs e.g a sealed container does not allow
a o oTiggy gas to escape system into

surroundings
surroundings

System with impermeableboundary is called
a closed system

asystemseparatedfrom its surroundings by a boundarythat is
rigid adiabatic and impermeable is an isolated system



In Thermodynamics we will be concerned with The

macroscopic variables properties i.e The few
That survive the statistical averaging associated
with the transition to a macroscopic description
Such as o o o

mass amount position volume surface area

shape i e length height width orientation

charge polarization magnetization etc

Extensive and Intensive ThermodynamicProperties

Most Thermodynamic properties can beclassified
as extensive or intensive

extensive properties are additive i.e dependlinearly on
The amount of substance

to determine if property is extensive imagine
two identical samples with all properties
identical and combine Them into asingle
sample
If property doubles in value then it is an

extensive property
examples of extensive properties are mass

volume and energy



intensive properties are independent of amount of
substance
examples of intensiveproperties are temperature
pressure mass density

Sometimes you can make an intensive property
from an extensive property by dividing it
by the amount or mass e.g

molar Volume Um Vln divide
bymolar heat capacity Cpm Cp n amount

molar heat capacity 7 crim Cun

Specific Volume v Vm de
byspecific heat capacity Cps Colm Glass

specific heatcapacity cus Crl

Otheradjectives for describing region ofspace
Uniform each intensiveproperty is constant

Throughoutspace

e homogeneous intensive properties vary continuously
throughoutspace

heterogeneous intensivepropertiesvary discontinuously
throughoutspace



a dropof water from Lake Erie can be in a uniform
system but Lake Erie in its entirety will never be
in a uniform system

Intensive propertieshave a discontinuity or changeover a small
distance where two different phases meet at an interface

surface

PhysicalStates of Matter

Introductory science texts generally define three
States of matter

solid matter That has a definite volume and
is rigid

liquid matter That has a definite volume
but no definite shape

gas matter that has no distinct volume

no distinct shape and can beeasily
compressed to occupy a smaller volume

Morequantitativeapproach first divides matter into
solid and fluid phases
We distinguish solids and fluids by deformation

response to shear stress



tEBgBf system

Solids resist deformation and shear stress does not
go away

fluids undergo continuous motion flow until there
is no shear stress i e fluids cannot support a
shear stress

In practice even solids flow over longer time periods to
relieve shear stress

Viscoelastic solids resist deformationbysuddenly
applied shear stress but undergo flow over longer
time periods

We divide fluid phases into liquids and gases
based on their density behavior

Liquid fluid phase whose density is relatively
insensitive to changes in temperature pressure

gas fluid phasewhosedensityapproaches zero as
The pressure is reduced at constanttemperature


